
PlaySmart – Video Tutorial 

Text on screen:  

My PlaySmart  

Voiceover:  

OLG is a place to go for fun. And to keep the fun in the game, PlaySmart has built 4 tools to help you 
play, personalized. It starts with My Play Personalizer.   

Text on screen:  

My Play Customizer  

Video:  

Shows sliders for time and budget similar to an audio board. 

Voiceover:  

Where you take control of your game by setting your own time and money budgets. Allowing you to 
personalize your play to just how you like it, while still keeping it fun every time you play. Next, is My Play 
Profile. 

Text on screen:  

My Play Profile  

Video:  

Shows a survey along with symbols for Poker, roulettes, and slot machines. 

Voiceover:  

Answer nine simple questions about your playing habits so you can see what kind of play best suits you. 
There's also the My Play History. 

Text on screen:  

My Play History  

Video:  

Shows Playing cards in a pattern, along with icons of other games such as roulettes and slot machines. 
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Voiceover:  

Here, you’ll learn how to keep your time on OLG fun with personalized feedback about your play 

patterns. Knowing your play habits can help you make better decisions when playing. And the last tool 

you’ll find here is My Play Breaks.  

Text on screen:  

My Play Breaks 

Video:  

Shows a calendar, with days being filled in with orange as two more filled calendars slide into frame 
from each side. 

Voiceover:  

Which helps you step away and take a break whenever you decide you need one, anywhere from one day 
to 3 months.  

Video:  

A laptop opens and logs into OLG.ca as it displays the four icons for the PlaySmart tools one last time. 

Voiceover:  

These 4 easy-to-use tools give you the power to keep gaming fun and make every play with confidence. 
To get started, go to your account and click on ‘My PlaySmart Tools.' 

Text on screen:  

My PlaySmart 
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